The influence of a non-linear lecturing approach on student attention: Implementation and assessment
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a change made to the lecturing approach used within a specific course. The new lecturing approach is based on a non-linear structure where each lesson combines concepts from different topics, in contrast to the traditional linear structure in which each topic is treated separately. The objective of the non-linear approach is to increase student dynamism and motivation and to foster teacher-student dialog. Assessments from students who were taught according to the traditional linear structure along with assessments from students who were taught under both the linear and non-linear approaches are presented. Results show that the non-linear lecturing approach was welcomed and led to a higher degree of student dynamism and motivation and to more teacher-student dialog.
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Introduction
Good lecturers are always looking for an increase in student learning; however, student material retention is hardly evaluated during a course, and it is often assessed through final exams, when it is too late to implement new measures that improve learning. Hake (1998) clearly demonstrated via a six-thousand-student survey that student capacity for learning is related to student attention. Since student attention is more easily measured during the course, lecturers are continuously improving the way they approach their courses in order to achieve high student attention rates and thus maximize material retention.

There have been several studies related to student attention. Johnstone and Percival (1976) gave rise to the widely known “rule of thumb”, which states that students begin to stop paying attention between 10 and 20 minutes into a lecture. Hartley and Davis (1978) similarly demonstrated via a six-thousand-student survey that student capacity for learning is related to student attention. Since student attention is more easily measured during the course, lecturers are continuously improving the way they approach their courses in order to achieve high student attention rates and thus maximize material retention.

in all courses, lecturers must be aware that increasing student dynamism involves increasing student attention, and presumably maximizing students’ interest and material retention.

The question now is how to foster student attention, particularly in large-group lecturing contexts where it is more difficult to limit class size or incorporate more practical activities that ward off student passivity (Butler, 1992). Smith et al. (2005) conducted an important review of several lecturing methodologies like collaborative
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learning, project-based learning and combinations of these methodologies, and compared them with the traditional way of lecturing. The problem-based learning approach (Smith et al., 2005; Albanese et al., 1993; Norman et al., 2000; Martinez et al., 2010; Ihsen et al., 2011) also appears to be a more challenging, engaging and enjoyable approach to education. Any of these approaches can help students tackle a course in greater depth.

Another way to increase students’ attention is by motivating them. Hake (1998) concluded that student attention levels are also related to the degree of student motivation. This motivation is related to both the lecturer’s style (Turner, 1979) and the lecturing methodology (Smith et al., 2005). In order to motivate students in engineering education, Van Dijk and Jochems (2002) carried out an in-depth analysis on the use of interactive approaches. They emphasized the benefits of interrupting the monologue of traditional lectures and transforming the creation of knowledge into a conversation between lecturer and students. They concluded that interactive approaches result in higher student motivation, better study habits and increased learning. The advantage of this lecturing approach is that it can be applied even with large groups of students. Antón et al. (2009, 2011) also presented different ways of fostering student motivation and teacher-student dialogue.

Recent studies also report the positive effects that the environment created by an instructional approach like problem-based blended instruction has on student engagement (Delialioglu, 2012) or that case-based instruction has on the conceptual understanding (Yadav et al., 2014; Esparragoza et al., 2015). However, Yadav et al. (2014) also stated that more research is needed in order to see what amount of knowledge is retained and applied in the future by students that are taught via a lecture-approach versus a case-based approach.

The present paper presents what we are calling the Non-Linear Lecturing Structure (NLLS) approach, which aims to foster student dynamism, motivation and teacher-student dialogue and by so doing increase student attention and ultimately maximize material retention.

Motivations and rationale for the study

Engineering courses generally follow what we call here a Linear Lecturing Structure (LLS) approach, which means that they are structured into different topics and subtopics that move from the basics to the deepest concepts and that are covered by the lecturer in class throughout the term. This structure generally matches up with the course notes or textbook, so students only have to follow the table of contents. Thus, both the textbook and the lessons follow the same linear structure.

The LLS approach offers several advantages: students know in advance what concepts will be taught in the next lesson, making it easier for them to prepare; lecturers can cover each subtopic separately and go into depth; lecturers have full control of what happens in class; and lecturers can usually predict the questions and discussions that are likely to arise. By mixing linear theoretical lessons with problem solving or practical activities, students can reach high levels of comprehension and retention. As is often the case, lecturer attitude also plays an important role in students’ understanding and participation.

The course analysed in this paper is Machine Design and Testing (MDT), which is part of the Industrial Technologies Master’s Degree at the Tecnun-University of Navarra in Spain. MDT is focused on the machine testing methods that are used to validate machine designs. In the traditional LLS approach to this course, the first lessons are devoted to modal analysis theory and reviewing the mathematical tools used. Basic vibration theory of single-degree-of-freedom and multiple-degree-of-freedom systems are introduced. The next lessons present different modal analysis methods, and students encounter dynamic exciters, transducers, signal conditioners and amplifiers, signal analysers, etc. In the last lessons, several concepts related to axle design and fatigue are explained. In total, the lectures cover 11 topics that coincide with the chapters of the textbook. Students also carry out experimental work in order to put the concepts learned into practice.

In September 2013, 54 students registered for MDT course. As is usual at our university, at the end of the term, the students were asked to give their opinion about the course on an anonymous survey. Twenty statements were listed, and students assigned a numerical value from 1 to 5 for each statement, with 1 indicating that a student totally disagrees with the statement and 5 indicating that a student totally agrees. Statements had a positive connotation, and thus higher values were related to high student satisfaction with the course.

MDT received 49 surveys from students (a participation rate of 90%), with an average score of 3.33 points. Among the twenty statements, four were related to the lecturing approach chosen by the lecturer. Others addressed the lecturer’s punctuality, grading methodology, exam difficulty, etc. The statements related to the lecturing approach were the following:

- Statement 1: The lecturer prepares and organizes the various course activities satisfactorily.
- Statement 5: I think that the lecturer maintains my interest in the course during his lectures.
- Statement 6: Student participation is encouraged in classroom lectures.
- Statement 8: Theoretical lessons, practical work and other activities are well coordinated.

The scores for these statements are shown in Figure 1, with NR indicating non-responses. The number on each wedge indicates the number of students who gave the corresponding numerical value. It can be seen that statements 1, 6 and 8 received high scores. The responses to these three statements indicated that students felt that lectures were satisfactorily prepared and delivered.
Statement 5 received the lowest score of all the statements in the survey. In addition to this, the score for statement 5 seems incongruous with the high score for statement 6. The fact that the students thought that the lecturer did not arouse interest was not related to the lecturer encouraging student participation.

The survey ended with a blank space where students could add comments and elaborate on their answers. From all the comments received, the most repeated and significant ones are the following: “lectures were monotonous and too theoretical”; “even though the lecturer was dynamic, it was often hard to pay attention”; and “more real applications were missing; the subject matter was too abstract”.

These comments are evidence that the lecturer’s style was not responsible for the short attention spans and that the fact that the lecturing methodology was not perceived as appropriate. The course was too theoretical and abstract, and the lecturer’s dynamism was not enough to engage the students’ interest. Something else was needed in order to eliminate the monotony.

This situation led to changing the lecturing approach from LLS to NLLS; this last approach will be explained in the next section. The purpose is not to criticize the LLS; there will always be cases where students are engaged through this approach. Nevertheless, the LLS was not the best solution for the MDT course, and it led to student passivity and boredom, and they became mere spectators.

The NLLS pedagogical approach

The NLLS approach can be summarized in Figure 2. It consists in using a real problem to explain several theoretical concepts in an interrelational approach (i.e. by showing the relationships among the concepts) and having an open discussion about how to solve the problem. This approach brings with it an element of surprise; since there is not a clear plan for students to follow, it makes them pay more attention. This, in turn, eventually increases the amount of learning that takes place.

As opposed to the LLS approach, where concepts are explained in isolated subtopics that follow a particular order, the NLLS approach has no defined order (see Figure 3). Lessons compound concepts from different subtopics, and their structure does not match up with the notes or the textbook for the course.

Even though the NLLS approach might look similar to the problem-based learning approach, they are substantially different. Problem-based learning is a useful methodology for illustrating theory in a given real problem that is normally solved by small groups of students through collaborative work. The NLLS approach is also a mixture; however, the difference lies in the fact that the real problem is used as the source for explaining theory rather than an illustration of the theoretical concepts in a particular problem. In the NLLS approach, the real problem is explained by the lecturer to all the students instead of having a small group of students tackle the problem.

In addition to avoiding a monotonous rhythm, this approach also gives the lecturers the opportunity to explain more real applications, which increases dynamism and motivation. Each lesson in the NLLS approach can be related to a real situation, where the concepts under study have to be used. In the case of the MDT course, each lesson was focused on...

Figure 1. Scores for four statements from the survey. 1 indicates total disagreement with the statement while 5 indicates total agreement.

The survey ended with a blank space where students could add comments and elaborate on their answers. From all the comments received, the most repeated and significant ones are the following: “lectures were monotonous and too theoretical”; “even though the lecturer was dynamic, it was often hard to pay attention”; and “more real applications were missing; the subject matter was too abstract”.

These comments are evidence that the lecturer’s style was not responsible for the short attention spans and that the fact that the lecturing methodology was not perceived as appropriate. The course was too theoretical and abstract, and the lecturer’s dynamism was not enough to engage the students’ interest. Something else was needed in order to eliminate the monotony.

This situation led to changing the lecturing approach from LLS to NLLS; this last approach will be explained in the next section. The purpose is not to criticize the LLS; there will always be cases where students are engaged through this approach. Nevertheless, the LLS was not the best solution for the MDT course, and it led to student passivity and boredom, and they became mere spectators.

The NLLS pedagogical approach

The NLLS approach can be summarized in Figure 2. It consists in using a real problem to explain several theoretical concepts in an interrelational approach (i.e. by showing the relationships among the concepts) and having an open discussion about how to solve the problem. This approach brings with it an element of surprise; since there is not a clear plan for students to follow, it makes them pay more attention. This, in turn, eventually increases the amount of learning that takes place.

As opposed to the LLS approach, where concepts are explained in isolated subtopics that follow a particular order, the NLLS approach has no defined order (see Figure 3). Lessons compound concepts from different subtopics, and their structure does not match up with the notes or the textbook for the course.

Even though the NLLS approach might look similar to the problem-based learning approach, they are substantially different. Problem-based learning is a useful methodology for illustrating theory in a given real problem that is normally solved by small groups of students through collaborative work. The NLLS approach is also a mixture; however, the difference lies in the fact that the real problem is used as the source for explaining theory rather than an illustration of the theoretical concepts in a particular problem. In the NLLS approach, the real problem is explained by the lecturer to all the students instead of having a small group of students tackle the problem.

In addition to avoiding a monotonous rhythm, this approach also gives the lecturers the opportunity to explain more real applications, which increases dynamism and motivation. Each lesson in the NLLS approach can be related to a real situation, where the concepts under study have to be used. In the case of the MDT course, each lesson was focused on...
one particular machine, explaining the most appropriate exciters, transducers, conditioners, etc. to use; other courses can do it in an analogous way. In this way, students related each concept to the machine it was applied to, so they learned the theory and its applicability at the same time, leading to a less theoretical environment even when the same, traditional concepts were being explained.

Moreover, the situations that students will face as engineers after they graduate do not evolve linearly, a fact that plays against the LLS approach. Instead, as engineers they will learn the skills they need to tackle problems as they are encountered, rather than being presented with structured, orderly opportunities to learn their skills. In this sense, the NLLS approach is closer to professional life, thus helping to develop soft skills and motivating, and it has the advantage of being adequate to use both in the classroom and in the laboratory.

With respect to the lecturer, the NLLS approach is more demanding than the LLS one. A LLS approach means the lecturer focuses on one topic in a time, but this new NLLS approach requires a higher degree of expertise in the content since the topics are presented all together.

### Applying the NLLS approach

In September 2014, 69 students registered for the MDT course. This time, of the course’s 11 topics, 5 were taught following the LLS approach and the other 6 followed the NLLS approach.

Despite the difficulties associated with the NLLS approach, it seemed to be an adequate alternative approach to lecturing in the MDT course. The elimination of monotony, a clearer overall perspective on the knowledge and a less theoretical impression were sought. In addition, the lecturers were optimistic that higher participation rates would result. Since the NLLS-based lessons would have a similar structure a machine is presented and the most -appropriate exciters, transducers, conditioners, etc. are discussed- students could say, at least, whether the devices studied previously were adequate or not for the actual machine.

For example, Table 1 shows the content of three NLLS-based lessons. Lesson 1 was concerned with the modal analysis of a railway wheel. In this lesson, impact excitation, seismic transducers (accelerometers) and signal filtering were introduced, since these devices were appropriate for a linear structure like a railway wheel. Lesson 2 studied a highway lamp post. Because it is a linear, elastic and slim structure, this lesson required that the step relaxation method, extensometric transducers (Wheatstone bridges) and signal differentiation be explained. Lesson 3 analysed a profile structure, where random excitation, piezoelectric transducers and operational amplifiers were required. This case also required that concepts linked to the structure being analysed, which presented strong non-linearities, be explained. As can be seen, in following the NLLS approach each lesson brought in concepts from different topics (exciters, transducers, signal processing, etc.).

### Table 1. Content of different lessons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lesson 1</th>
<th>Lesson 2</th>
<th>Lesson 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>Railway wheel</td>
<td>Highway lamp post</td>
<td>Profile structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation</td>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>Step relaxation</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer</td>
<td>Seismic</td>
<td>Extensometric</td>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other concepts</td>
<td>Filtering</td>
<td>Differentiation</td>
<td>Amplification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Student assessment

Once again, at the end of the term the students were asked to give their opinion about the course. The same survey from Sec. 2 (Figure 1) was used. This time MDT received 62 surveys from students (a participation rate of 90%, equal to survey 1), with an average score of 3.37 points. Table 2 compares the scores obtained from the 49 students that took the course that used an LLS approach (survey 1) with the scores obtained from the additional 62 students that took the course that used both the LLS and NLLS approach (survey 2). In this case, statement 5 received a higher score (3.46 out of 5) and statements 1, 6 and 8 saw little change in their scores.

In order to evaluate whether the objectives sought with the NLLS approach had been reached, a new questionnaire was designed for the course. The response scale went from 1 to 5 (5 being a positive or affirmative answer and 1 being the opposite). Table 3 shows the questions given to the students and the statistical analysis of their responses.

The questionnaire was divided in four parts, each referring to a different objective. Sixty-one questionnaires (a participation rate of 88%) were voluntarily answered by the students. The mean value for each of the questions was obtained by considering a Gaussian distribution in the responses to each question. The students shared a rather uniform opinion, as is shown by the standard deviation value, which is around 1 (going from 0.7 to 1.2).

Finally, Table 4 shows a comparison of the scores (out of 10 points) that the LLS students and the LLS+NLLS students received on the final exam. The two exams had the same appearance and level of difficulty. Since the total number of students differed, Table 4 shows the percentage of the total students rather than absolute numbers.
Table 3. Statistical results for student questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Average Value</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DYNAMISM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 Did the NLLS approach increase your participation in class?</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 Did the NLLS approach keep you from being just a spectator of the lecture?</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 Did the NLLS approach make you find the course more practical?</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 Was your note-taking activity higher with the NLLS approach?</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOTIVATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 Did the NLLS approach help you understand the applicability of the course, making it less abstract?</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 Did the NLLS approach allow more real cases to be analysed?</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7 Did the NLLS approach make the course less theoretical?</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8 Did the NLLS approach increase your motivation for the subject?</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9 Did the NLLS approach make you find the course more practical for the future?</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEACHER-STUDENT DIALOG</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10 Did the NLLS approach make you feel that you were a participant in the construction of knowledge that took place in class?</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11 Did the NLLS approach keep the lecturer from speaking in monologue?</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12 Did the NLLS approach foster teacher-student dialog?</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#13 Did you find other student's questions interesting? Did they help you understand the subject?</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERAL UNDERSTANDING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#14 Did the NLLS approach increase your general understanding of the subject?</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#15 Did the NLLS approach make it easier to study for the final exam?</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16 Did the NLLS approach help you distinguish primary and secondary concepts?</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#17 Did the NLLS approach require more attention?</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#18 Did the NLLS approach require a more analytical mind?</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of final exam scores by LLS students and LLS+NLLS students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score range</th>
<th>Amount of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5 points</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7 points</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9 points</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;9 points</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Firstly, with regard to the two surveys carried out in the two years (Table 2), the students that were lectured following an NLLS approach felt that lecturers generated more interest in the course than the students that were lectured following an LLS approach. Therefore, the NLLS approach helped students to take more interest in the course.

Secondly, in analysing the results from the student questionnaire (Table 3), it can be said that the NLLS approach was welcomed by the students. The results show that the NLLS-based lectures were less monotonous and more dynamic, leading to a less theoretical impression and greater motivation and fostering teacher-student dialog. In addition to this, the students had a better understanding of both the concepts and the general overview of the course. However, the students did not think that the NLLS approach made it easier to study for the final exam (question #15). This may be because of the lack of correlation between lectures and the textbook. They also do not think that the NLLS approach can be followed with the same degree of effort that the LLS approach requires, arguing that the NLLS approach requires more attention and a more analytical mind (questions #17 and #18).

Even though a comparison of the final exam scores achieved by the students from the two years is not significant because different students cannot be compared, they show that the students following a NLSS approach scored highly, which is always encouraging.

Finally, the comments received from the students and the lecturers’ experience illustrate further points that should be taken into account when adopting the NLLS approach:

- The amount of new concepts explained in the first few NLLS-based lessons should be limited. In the rest of lessons, since the new concepts are related to already known concepts and students are familiar with them, the number of concepts introduced can be increased.
- Primary and secondary concepts should be clearly distinguished, because the interrelation of different topics can make this difficult for students.
- Summaries are essential. Each lesson should end with a summary that highlights the new concepts and their particularities.
- At the end of the course, a summary that puts together all the concepts explained also helps students to relate concepts from the same topic that have appeared in different lessons, giving them an overall view of the course.
- A course textbook in which all the concepts are explained in a linear and structured way helps students to interpret a lesson and with subsequent study.
- Having non-expert lecturers use the NLLS approach can have a significant negative effect, since this approach requires a higher degree of expertise than the LLS approach does.
- Students should be mature enough to abstract the general concepts from the real cases. Therefore, the NLLS approach may not be adequate for students in the first years of their engineering degree.
Conclusions

Students who took the MDT (Machine Design and Testing) course as part of the Industrial Technologies Master's Degree at the Tecnun-University of Navarra in Spain were asked to complete an anonymous survey about their satisfaction within the course, as is standard procedure throughout the university. This survey provided the rationale of this work.

The survey showed that the students were not fully satisfied with the lecturing approach. Even though they appreciated the lecturer's dynamism, their opinion was that MDT was too theoretical and monotonous, and that more real applications were missing. Their interest was not engaged during the lectures.

This situation led to a change in the course. The structure of MDT shifted from a linear lecturing structure (LLS) approach to a non-linear lecturing structure (NLLS) approach where each lesson compounded concepts from different topics and was based on a specific real case. The organization of the course, where each topic was related to each stage of modal analysis, was appropriate for this new structure.

Assessments carried out before and after the new lecturing approach showed that the NLLS approach was less monotonous and more dynamic, leading to a less theoretical impression and greater motivation and fostering teacher-student dialog. In addition to this, the students had a better understanding of both the concepts and the general view of the course.
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